Preclinical Study on SARS-CoV-2 Sublingual Vaccine with RBD Antigen and Poly(I:C) Adjuvant in Cynomolgus Macaques
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Abstract

Mucosal vaccine for sublingual route was prepared with recombinant SARS-CoV-2 spike protein receptor binding domain (RBD) antigen and poly(I:C) adjuvant components. The efficacy of this sublingual vaccine was examined using Cynomolgus macaques. Nine of the macaque monkeys were divided into three groups of three animals; control (just 400 µg poly(I:C) per head); low dose (30 µg RBD and 400 µg poly(I:C) per head); and high dose (150 µg RBD and 400 µg poly(I:C) per head), respectively. N-acetylcysteine (NAC), a mild reducing agent losing mucin barrier, was used to enhance vaccine delivery to mucosal immune cells. RBD-specific IgA antibody secreted in pituita was detected in two of three monkeys of the high dose group and one of three animals of the low dose group. RBD-specific IgG and/or IgA antibodies in plasma were also detected in these monkeys. These indicated that the sublingual vaccine stimulated mucosal immune response to produce antigen-specific secretory IgA antibodies in pituita and/or saliva. This sublingual vaccine also affected systemic immune response to produce IgG (IgA) in plasma. Little RBD-specific IgE was detected in plasma, suggesting no allergic antigenicity of this sublingual vaccine. Thus, SARS-CoV-2 sublingual vaccine consisting of poly(I:C) adjuvant showed reasonable efficacy in a non-human primate model.
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1. Introduction

At the inception of the COVID-19 crisis, gene-based vaccine platforms, such as mRNA and DNA, brought a speed advantage. These gene-based vaccines were inserted a fragment of genetic code, which the cells must read to synthesize the proteins for themselves, along with the expression vector [1]. This has been preferred to rare but potentially vice-reactions, such as fever, headache, nausea, or chills. As protein-based vaccines have more good points, they are used to protect against hepatitis and other viral infections [2]. Although it needs much time to establish the protein vaccine to SARS-CoV-2, the protein-based vaccine is expected to become a mainstay in protecting the world from COVID-19, finally [3, 4].

To elicit a protective immune response by the protein-based vaccine, an immunity-stimulating adjuvant is indispensable along with protein antigen. Although there are several adjuvants, two are characteristics. One, MF59 or AS03, is an oil-in-water nano-emulsion stimulating Th1/Th2 [5]. The other is a double strand (ds)RNA poly(I:C), which is ligand for Toll-like receptor (TLR) 3 to activate immune and proinflammatory responses [6]. MF59 and AS03 were approved as adjuvants serving as intramuscular injected vaccine for influenza. Poly(I:C) is not yet approved due to its side effects of fever and proinflammatory cytokine production.
In addition to effective adjuvant, vaccination route is also a limited factor to establish protein-based SARS-CoV-2 vaccine. Since the coronavirus, like influenza, infects bronchial and alveolar epithelial cells, it is important to induce the secretion of virus antigen-specific IgA in the mucosa rather than IgG in the blood [7]. Recently, vaccines administered via alternative routes, such as nasal or oral, have been developed to elicit mucosal immune responses that differ from the systemic one [8]. Vaccinations through these routes often show higher efficacy than conventional subcutaneous vaccinations. Although nasal vaccines have been established and partly employed for clinical use [9], unfavorable influences to brain/central nerve system or lung were reported by its nasal administration [10-12]. On the one hand oral/sublingual vaccine revealed reasonable efficacy and high safety without the influences to brain [13]. In primates, humans and monkeys, the sublingual region has structural characteristic of wide space and is easily acceptable for vaccination rather than nasal space. These are advantageous reasons to choose sublingual roots for mucosal immune response. Furthermore, the above-mentioned side effects of poly(I:C) adjuvant were reported in nasal vaccination using rodent model [11,12,14]. These side effects would be affected with differences of adjuvant reactivity between rodents and primates due to the dissimilarity in their immune and related systems [15]. Different vaccine roots, nasal and sublingual, is also considered to influence the side effects.

This study examined sublingual vaccination using SARS-CoV-2 RBD antigen and poly(I:C) adjuvant in Cynomolgus monkeys. The objective of this study was to assess the efficacy of the poly(I:C) adjuvant in our sublingual conditions, in which NAC was used to disintegrate mucus barrier. In two monkey groups that were given low and high RBD antigen doses, RBD-specific IgA and IgG antibodies were detected in their pituita and plasma, respectively. These provided positive results for further study on the safety and efficacy of sublingual vaccines to SARS-CoV-2 using the monkey model.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reagents and antibodies

N-acetylcysteine (NAC), bovine serum albumin (BSA), Na-Casein, sodium azido (NaN3), and Tween 20 are products of Fuji film-Wako, (Japan). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Nissui, Japan), Polyester swab (Nippon Menbou, Japan), Filter spin column (Notgen Biotech.), Nunc-immune module, F8 Maxisorp (Thermo Fisher Scientific), Streptavidin-HRP Conjugate (SA-HRP; Invitrogen), and Tetramethyl benzidine (TMB; Sigma-Aldrich) were used. Poly(I:C) HMW vaccine grade (poly(I:C); InvivoGen) and Recombinant SARS CoV-2 Spike Protein Receptor Binding Domain (RBD; Creative Diagnostics), and ELAST ELISA Amplification System (PerkinElmer, Inc.) was also employed.

Biotin-labeled (BT) monkey IgA antibody (Mabtech, Inc.), BT monkey IgA(alpha-chain) antibody (Merck.), HRP-human IgG antibody (EY Laboratories, Inc), and BT IgE antibody (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc) were used.

2.2. Animals

Nine Cynomolgus macaque (Macaca fascicularis; male and female, 12.1 to 20.6 years old) were used here. Following the 3R policy of animal use, the macaque monkeys were reused by subsequent washout for 20 months after utilizing for subcutaneous injection of Sugi Basic Protein (Japanese Cedar Pollen Allergen). These monkeys were negative for B virus, SIV, TB, Shigella, Salmonella, and helminth parasites.
2.3. Vaccination and sampling

Poly(I:C) adjuvant (1 mg/ml) and RBD antigen (2 mg/ml) were kept at −70°C until use. Nine Cynomolgus macaques were divided into three groups of each three animals: control (mP01–03), low dose (mP04–06), and high dose (mP07–09). Each group's animals were given the following vaccine formula, 0.7 ml of just 400 µg poly(I:C) per head for control; 0.7 ml containing 30 µg RBD and 400 µg poly(I:C) per head for low dose; 0.7 ml with 150 µg RBD and 400 µg poly(I:C) per head for high dose, respectively.

Before vaccination, each monkey's sublingual surface was pretreated to disintegrate mucin layer for five minutes using wet cotton dipped in 1% NAC, and subsequently washed with saline. After wiping wet mucin surface with dry cotton, each 0.7 ml of vaccine material, control, low dose, or high dose, was administrated into sublingual space with a pipette and then allowed to stand for one minute at least.

These procedures for vaccination were conducted under anesthetization with mixture of medetomidine and ketamine and subsequent atipamezole to wake from the anesthesia. The sublingual vaccination was performed three times at four weeks interval. Sublingual booster was conducted 15 weeks after the 3rd vaccination to obtain samples for ELISA.

Blood and pituita were collected from each monkey under the above-mentioned anesthetization. Plasma samples were prepared after centrifugation of blood and used to assay RBD specific IgA, IgG, or IgE antibodies. Pituita samples adsorbed to a swab with polystyrene fiber were recovered by centrifugation using a spin-column and used for ELISA to measure RBD specific secretory IgA antibodies.

2.4. ELISA

To detect RBD-specific IgA, IgG, or IgE antibodies, Nunc-immune module plates were coated with 100 µl of 5 µg/ml RBD in PBS by incubation at 37°C for one hr and then 4°C overnight. After washing with PBS-0.05% Tween 20, the plates were added with 1% Na-Casein in PBS-0.02% NaN3 for blocking, followed by incubation at 37°C for one hr and then kept at 4°C until use. Pituita or plasma samples were diluted 100 to 500-fold with 1% Na-casein-PBS-0.02% NaN3. These diluted samples were used as an ELISA sample. To perform ELISA, after removing the blocking reagent, the plates were added with each 50 µl of the diluted ELISA samples and 1M NaCl at a final concentration of 0.5 M to eliminate non-specific reaction.

After incubation at 37°C for one hr or at 4°C overnight and removing the samples, plates were washed with PBS-0.05% Tween 20. Then, detecting antibody, appropriately diluted BT-monkey IgA antibody, BT-monkey IgA (alpha-chain) antibody, HRP-human IgG antibody, or BT-IgE antibody was added, followed by incubation at 37°C for one hr. After washing, the plates were amplified using diluted SA-HRP and ELAST System mixture consisting of biotinyl tyramide. By this amplification, ELISA sensitivity was enhanced 10 to 30-fold at least.

After amplification plates were washed with PBS-0.05% Tween 20 and subsequently added with diluted SA-HRP, followed by incubation 37°C for one hr. Color development was performed with TMB and terminated by adding H2SO4, then absorption at 450 nm and 600 nm was read using a plate reader, iMark Microplate reader (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc).

3. Results

In this study, two characteristic procedures were employed in ELISA and sublingual vaccine administration, respectively. One is the addition of NaCl at a final 0.5 M concentration into ELISA samples. This effectively eliminated non-specific biding events between the ELISA sample and RBD antigen, causing high background (data not shown). This non-specific event appeared to be an ionic interaction because of salt concentration dependency. The other was the prior treatment of the sublingual surface with NAC. NAC treatment loosens the mucinous layer that interferes with vaccine delivery to the sublingual immune system. NAC pretreatment yielded effective vaccination through mucin barrier reduction, as shown in Fig. 1.

Sublingual SARS-CoV-2 vaccine consisting of RBD antigen and poly(I:C) adjuvant elicited local mucous and systemic immune response. Figure 1 shows the RBD-specific antibody titer by
a boost administration following three times' sublingual vaccination, IgA in pituita (A); IgG in plasma (B); and IgA in plasma (C). RBD-specific IgA was detected in pituita of both groups of low (30 µg/head) and high (150 µg/head) RBD dosage, indicating that the sublingual vaccine with poly(I:C) adjuvant induces antigen-specific secretory IgA production by mucous immune system in nose and/or mouth.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1.** RBD-Specific antibodies induced by sublingual vaccination with SARS-CoV-2 RBD antigen and poly (I:C) adjuvant in Cynomolgus macaques. Three different vaccine doses of control (400 µg poly(I:C) per head), low dose (30 µg RBD and 400 µg poly(I:C) per head) and high dose (150 µg RBD and 400 µg poly(I:C) per head). A: RBD-specific IgA secreted in pituita, B: RBD-specific IgG in plasma, C: RBD-specific IgA in plasma. Red arrow; vaccine boost.

As seen in Fig. 1A (pituita anti-RBD IgA), the local mucous immune response, evoked by sublingual vaccination appeared to be in a dose-response manner. The responding monkeys' numbers and their antibody titers differed between the low and high dose groups; one animal (mP04) with low titer in the low dose group and two animals (mP07 and mP08) with high and low
titers in the high dose group. The dose-response was also observed in systemic immune response of plasma anti-RBD IgG, as shown in Fig. 1B, one animal (mP07) with high antibody titer in the high dose group but none in low dose groups. The plasma IgA antibody titer was poor in high (mP07) and low (mP04) dose animals.

No RBD-specific plasma IgE was detected (data not shown), suggesting that sublingual vaccine with poly(I:C) adjuvant had little vice-reactions to cause an allergic response. The sublingual vaccination neither raised flare and/or edema around the sublingual region nor decreased body weight and/or appetite.

4. Discussion

As mucosal vaccines offer the potential to trigger robust protective immune responses at the predominant sites of pathogen infection, practical vaccines against air-borne and/or droplet infectious viruses, such as SARS-CoV-2, should be administered into the nasal or oral cavity to establish an anti-virus mucus immunity to produce secretory IgA antibodies [16,17]. There is a thick mucinous layer comprised of soluble and fixed mucin on the inner surface of the nasal or oral cavity. This mucinous layer is a barrier that interferes with the interaction between vaccine material(s) and mucosal immune cells existing under the mucin [18]. Thus, effective vaccine delivery is an essential factor in developing mucosal vaccines.

The mucin layer comprises a highly O-glycosylated glycoprotein linked with disulfide binds [19]. NAC is a mild reducing reagent used as a drug, Mucofilin, for respiratory tract viscous liquid resolvent. NAC was also employed for mucin disintegration [20] and removal of nasal mucus [21]. NAC pretreatment yielded excellent results in previous examinations for bladder transplantation of cancer cells and nasal sensitization with cider pollen antigen using monkey model (data not shown). These are reasons why NAC for sublingual vaccination was employed. The different, ineffective result was reported in a previous study, in which sublingual vaccination was performed under similar conditions as those of use, monkey model and poly(I:C) adjuvant, except for non-use of NAC [22]. Another case of sublingual vaccination without mucin treatment was also reported to fail to induce specific IgA or IgG in rhesus monkeys [23]. Even though several factors yielded different results, a possible main factor would be the above-mentioned mucinous barrier.

The practical mucosal vaccine will be administered through the nasal or oral cavity route. In the case of nasal route, the vaccine is sprayed into the nasal cavity, where it is difficult to know the exact point and/or amount of administered vaccine. Conversely, the oral route, especially sublingual administration, is simple and convenient because of self-visualizing all of vaccination procedures, including site(s) and amount. Although many reports about nasal vaccine in rodents exists, little knowledge was accumulated on sublingual or oral one, especially in primates, except for three reports [22-24-26].
In this study, poly(I:C) is used for the sublingual vaccine because of its potent effects as a TLR3 ligand [6, 25]. Poly (I:C) is a dsRNA, consisting of a polyinosinic and polycytidylic acid. Its dsRNA nature mimics viral infection through binding endosomal TLR3 and cytosomal receptors retinoic acid-inducible gene I and melanoma differentiation-associated gene 5 [26, 27]. Poly(I:C) is known for its immunostimulatory activity due to its capacity to activate immune cell types [28]. Therefore, poly(I:C) is considered a potent vaccine adjuvant to activate antigen-presenting cells, particularly dendritic cells [29, 30]. Poly(I:C)-mediated TLR-3 activation leads to proinflammatory cytokines production and/or related factors, type I IFN, IL-15, NK [31]. Although in this context, clinical use of poly(I:C) as vaccine adjuvant has been unapproved yet except for limited cancer use, studies to develop its use for vaccine adjuvant is progressing in preclinical and clinical fields [32].

The poly(I:C)-mediated proinflammatory cytokines productions and related factors were mainly reported in studies using nasal vaccination in mice [11,12,14]. Differences in the immune system between rodents; mice and rat, and primates; humans and monkeys, were remarked by genome-based evidence [15]. As in mice, poly(I:C) is the most effective inducer of type I IFN among TLR agonists [33], its marked proinflammatory cytokine pathway activation might be over-estimated. It is also thought to be plausible that these poly(I:C)-mediated reactions differ at nasal and sublingual sites. Information on poly(I:C)-mediated vice-reactivity for its use in sublingual vaccine adjuvant is quite insufficient in case of primates, monkeys and humans, yet.

5. Conclusions

As part of developing a practical SARS-Cov-2 sublingual vaccine using poly(I:C) adjuvant, a preclinical study using the monkey model was performed. RBD-specific IgA antibody was detected in pituitas of both monkey groups given high (2 of 3) and low (1 of 3) antigen doses, respectively. From these, it was indicated that this sublingual vaccine could elicit mucosal immune response to produce secretory IgA antibodies to SARS-Cov-2. This study is yet to examine the exact safety and efficacy using genomic markers described in previous papers in mice [12]. Further studies on these points using the preclinical monkey model were quite indispensable.
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